Dr. Tarpley Voices Hope For Good Year

On the morning of September 3, 1956 at 9:30, Dr. Tarpley welcomed the nearly 600 students back to school for the year 1956-57, in a spirit of the best of good cheer. He began his "altar chat" by stating that "at Dudley I projected a level one who knows to do what." By read-
ing from Revivalism, Chapter 2, verses one through eleven, Dr. Tarpley impressed upon the body the necessity for knowing of the time to be gay, the time to be serious. It is easy to determine a wise or a foolish act so need to grow gracefully into an admirable maturity, a true speaker. All indications point to a pro-
fitable school year if each one will do his "day by day tasks." This week's miss was struck when Dr. Tarpley outlined the revised book distribution method, projected the new complex of the dome-topped gymnasium, and demonstrated how to say "banty," "jorette," or "cheerleaders' uniform." Enthusiasm reigned high as the students sang "When the Water," and as Dr. Tarpley dismissed the as-
cess, everyone's energy should coast off on his first-day tasks.

Four Teachers Added to Dudley's Faculty

Four teachers have joined the Dudley faculty. The following inform-
ation tells of their professional experience and expresses their feelings toward coming to Dudley.

Miss W. L. Blackwell came from Dudley South Carolina. She
\[continued on page six\]

Evelyn Deshazo, the beautiful band's, ma-
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Claudia Warren reigns as Miss Homecoming

Claudia Warren was elected Miss Homecoming for the fall of 1956. Why? She possesses qualities admired by students and fac-
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Dome shines: New Gym Nears Completion

The construction of the new gym is another step toward im-
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Mrs. Smith Missed

Mrs. Smith, Miss Homecoming for the fall of 1956, teaches U.S. History, English, and is a '58 graduate of Saint Augustine College in Raleigh, North Carolina. As a member of Mrs. Robinson's 12F Chorus and Patrol Force; she is al-
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Book Distribution Takes New Trend

One of the many innovations at Dudley this year was the assembly through the use of a new method which the students passed, to receive books and distribute the book. In previous years teachers had made an assembly where the students were given the book.

Prior to this time it had been necessary to use A & T's and Storer High's gym. The gym which is situated near the south end of the main building is built to seat 2,500 persons. In addition to this there will be two concession stands, a varsity lock-
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